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Acclarix LX3

Recreate Solutions for Your Care
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Ergonomics Design 

Acclarix Technologies 

Versatile Clinical  Application 

Summary
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Ergonomic Design 

Five transducers sockets

4 wheels with brakes Control panel lift via 
dedicated pedal: 20 cm

Tilting and swiveling 21.5” 
HD LCD medical monitor 

14” touch screen with 
20°adjustable tilt

Dedicated cable hook
Interactive back-lighting

control panel

Detachable metal frame 
for holding video printer 
and DVD Drive
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Wireless PC keyboard 
with dedicated swivel for 

easy folding

Transducer holders 
with removable 
transducer cups

Keyboard lighting

Ergonomic Design 
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Rechargeable Li-ion Battery

Left

USB 2.0

USB 2.0

Right

“C” supporting arm

Rear storage tray

Ergonomic Design 

Removable gel warmer
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eHI eSRI

eBeam eView

eOptimized

eTAI

Acclarix
Technologies 
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According to the actual ultrasonic signal in the organization being inspected, B 
mode and color parameters are automatically adjusted .  Different proficiency of 
the operators can be in a very short time to obtain excellent consistent scanning 
results, improve  scan  efficiency.

eTAI
Tissue Adaptive Imaging

Color TAI OFF Color TAI ON 2D TAI OFF 2D TAI ON
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eSRI
Adaptive Spackle Reduction Imaging 
Eliminate the inherent noise spots, greatly improve the image clarity and contrast 
resolution. eSRI is currently the only noise technology that suppresses speckle 
completely, increasing signal-to-noise ratio and reflecting speed.
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eSRI
Adaptive Spackle Reduction Imaging 

Eliminate the inherent noise spots, greatly improve the image clarity and contrast 
resolution, which providing more reliable diagnostic images.

eSRI New eSRI
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eView

Adaptive Spatial Compound Imaging 
Frequency Compound Imaging 
By steering the ultrasound beam, SCI is used to improve the contrast resolution, 
strengthen border detection, combined with a dramatic reduction of tissue speckle.

SCI  ONSCI  OFF
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eView
Adaptive Spatial Compound Imaging 
Frequency Compound Imaging 

Higher frequency - Better resolution 

Lower frequency - Better penetration 

Compound 

FCI                
Resolution + Penetration     
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eOptimized One Key Imaging Optimization 
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eBeam
New generation beamforming algorithm, supporting 8 parallel beam processing, 
and integrating adaptive phase correction ,dynamic aperture, greatly improving 
imaging resolution and frame rate.

Digital Multi-Beam Forming 

Single beam Multi beams 
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eHI
Harmonic Imaging 
Launches a reverse wave to offset the fundamental wave, thus maintains a 
maximum harmonic wave. With the increased harmonic signal, the image is 
defined by a better contrast resolution with minimum artifacts. 
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ET

Technology 

eCrystal
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eCrystal
Single Crystal Transducers 

Advanced single crystal transducers technology providing wider bandwidth , 
higher sensitivity ,better penetration and higher S/N ratio.

Single Crystal Probe 
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Versatile Clinic 
Application 

Radiology 

Cardiovasuclar

OBG
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Use trapezoid image to enlarge the imaging area by 30% when performing a real time scan by 
using linear probes. 

Standard Trapezoid ON 

Trapezoid Imaging Radiology 
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Radiology

Differ from digital zoom, spot zoom will magnify the original image without sacrificing pixels , 
which could providing better resolution in local area. 

Original Image Spot Zoon ON 

Spot Zoom
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After selecting an area containing Inter-Media Thickness (IMT), the ultrasound machine can trace 
and take measurements of the .IMT automatically, just at the touch of a single button. 

Auto IMTRadiology 
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It can trace the PW/CW wave automatically, which can help doctors make measurements easily 
and conveniently. 

Auto Trace

PS

ED

Mean/TAMax
/TAMean

HR

HR

S/D

RI/PI

Time

Radiology 
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By positioning the ultrasound beam perpendicular with the needle, in order to enhanced the signal 
strength deflected off of the needle. Displaying the needle lighter and more clearly on the screen, 
to help biopsy diagnoses be more operable and precise. 

eNeedle

Original Image eNeedle ON 

Radiology 
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Radiology 

With real-time panoramic, you can acquire an extended field of view for real-time imaging, 
showing the whole view for a large organ for ease of measurement and diagnostic efficiency, 
rapidly generating accurate information on the position of lesions. 

Panaromic Imaging 
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Radiology 

Elastography can support the physician in assessing tissue elasticity. The differences in tissue 
responses are detected and visualized in real-time by elastography algorithms through different 
graphical representations, which can be helpful in analyzing breast, thyroid and musculoskeletal 
structures. 

Elastography Imaging 
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TDI can provide velocities and other clinical information on myocardial functions, facilitating clinical 
doctors to analyze and compare motions of different parts of a patient’s heart. 

Tissue Doppler Imaging Cardiovasuclar
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This advanced cardiac technology features three cursors which can be set at any position and angle 
simultaneously. It offers the best approach to reducing the time-per-patient while maintaining 
diagnostic precision in addition to the standard cardiac features, acquiring all information even in 
hard-to-scan situations with difficult heart positioning. 

Anatomic M mode Cardiovasuclar
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Increases color coding on the basis of M mode, in order to observe heart reflux visually and accurately. 

Color M mode Cardiovasuclar
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Thanks to high frame rate and advanced technologies, the real-time 3D (4D Imaging) delivers vivid 
movement of fetus and offer comprehensive 4D acquisition, data rendering, and post-processing 
functionality. 

3D/4D Imaging OBG
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OBG

One key optimization of 3D image , great increase the scanning efficiency 

eFace
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One key optimization of 3D image , great increase the scanning efficiency 

OBG eFace
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Recreate Solutions For Your Care
• Ergonomic design 

21.5” monitor & 14” touch screen / 5 sockets ...

• Superior performance 

eTAI / eSRI / eView / ET technology …

• Comprehensive clinic application

Cardiovascular / Radiology / OBG

• Intelligent workflow 

Powerful patient information management 
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THANK YOU
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Edan Instruments, Inc.

Ella 

www.edan.com

Ella.wang@edan.com


